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ABSTRACT  

DISENTANGLING THE NEGATIVITY BIAS: 7 – 9-MONTH-OLD CRAWLING 
AND NON-CRAWLING INFANTS’ RESPONSES TO FEARFUL AND ANGRY 

EXPRESSIONS 
 

Katherine C. Dixon 

 December 13th, 2019 

Understanding the origins of the negativity bias in infancy and how it develops is 

important for building a complete understanding of emotion perception. The goal of the 

present study was to 1) examine attentional biases for emotional expressions in infants 

between 7-9 months of age, specifically the bias for fearful and angry expressions, 2) 

examine how the onset of crawling is related to these biases and what that suggests about 

the mechanism underlying emotion preference in infants, and 3) examine how infant 

expression production differs when viewing different facial expressions. Infant attention 

biases to fearful, angry, happy, and neutral facial expressions were measured using a 

paired comparison paradigm. Infant crawling status was assessed by an in-lab crawling 

test as well as a parent report measure. Infant expression production was measured during 

singly presented face stimuli using a novel program that codes micro-expressions from 

video (Affectiva). Results of the study 1) demonstrated that there was an overall 

preference for the fearful expression regardless of expression pairing, and that this 

preference was specific only to fear, 2) demonstrated that the robust fear bias seen in 6-9-

month-olds is unrelated to the changes in the emotional environment caused by crawling, 

and 3) provided tentative evidence to suggest that infants react differently to fearful and 
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angry faces in terms of both visual attention and affective response. Implications and 

limitations of these findings are discussed, along with ideas for future directions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Attending to the facial expressions of others is vital for interacting effectively in 

our social world. The ability to quickly attend to and maintain focus on certain facial 

expressions allows an individual to process socio-emotional information conveyed in 

expressions quickly. For example, being able to quickly detect and focus on a fearful face 

of another may allow a person to respond to a dangerous situation more rapidly. For 

adults and children, some facial expressions have more impact on attention than do 

others. Attentional biases for emotional facial expressions have been studied extensively 

in adults and children (e.g., Pool, Brosch, Delplanque, & Sander, 2015), with both adults 

(for review, see Vaish, Grossmann, & Woodward, 2008) and children showing a bias for 

negative socio-emotional information, which includes negative facial expressions (e.g., 

Ma, Twomey, & Westerman, 2019). This phenomenon is known as the “negativity bias.” 

Understanding the origins of the negativity bias and how it develops is important 

for building a complete understanding of emotion perception. It has been hypothesized 

that changes in the emotional environment of the infant, i.e., changes in the types of 

expressions the infant experiences, alter infants’ attentional biases (e.g., Heck, Hock, 

White, Jubran, & Bhatt, 2016; Peltola, Leppänen, & Hietanen, 2011). The primary goal 

of the present study was to investigate attentional biases for facial expressions (i.e., 

happy, neutral, angry, and fear) in infants between 7-9 months of age. Of particular 

interest was whether or not infants at this age would have a general bias toward negative 

facial expressions (angry and fear) as has been found in children and adults (e.g. 
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Leppänen, Cataldo, Enlow, & Nelson, 2018; Lobue, 2009; Vaish et al., 2008; 

Vuilleumier, 2002). The onset of crawling, which typically occurs between 6-8 months of 

age (e.g. Adolph, Vereijken, & Denny, 1998), has been shown to be related to an increase 

in angry emotions in the infant environment (e.g., Campos, Kermoian, & Zumbahlen, 

1992; Pemberton Roben et al., 2012; Zachry et al., 2015; Zumbahlen & Crawley, 1996). 

Thus, it follows that crawling experience might be related to the development of a 

preference for angry faces, which was also tested in the present study. Additionally, 

exploratory analyses were conducted to investigate whether infants’ attentional biases 

were related to differences in how they responded to facial expressions. 

Does the Negativity Bias Originate in Infancy? 

Research with young children and adults indicates that they have an attentional 

bias for negative facial expressions (e.g., Lobue, 2009; Vaish et al., 2008). However, 

previous research with young infants suggests that this fear bias is not innate. Two 

studies indicate that infants start out with a preference for happy faces instead. In one 

study, Farroni, Menon, Rigato, and Johnson (2007) investigated newborn infants’ 

preferences for facial expressions. Preferential looking paradigms are commonly used to 

assess visual preference in infants. In this type of task, two images are shown side by side 

on a screen and infant looking time to each image is measured. Typically infants are 

presented image pairs over multiple trials with side presentation counterbalanced to 

control for potential side biases. Visual preferences, or biases, are inferred from longer 

average look durations at certain images over others. In the study by Farroni et al. (2007), 

newborns were presented with pairs of faces displaying happy, neutral, and fearful 

expressions in order to assess preference between these expressions. When the newborns 
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were shown a fearful and a neutral expression side by side, they did not show a reliable 

bias for either the fearful or the neutral expression. But when shown a happy versus a 

fearful expression, newborns spent more time overall looking at the happy face compared 

to the fearful face. The fact that newborn infants spontaneously prefer happy over fearful 

faces and do not exhibit a preference for fearful or neutral expressions indicates infants 

have a preference for happy faces at birth.  

A second study, by LaBarbera, Izard, Vietze, and Parisi (1976), provides evidence 

for a happy preference in infants at around 4 months of age. In this study, infants were 

shown repeated presentations of three facial expressions (happy, angry, and neutral) 

presented one at a time. Mean look duration across trials for each expression was 

calculated. The researchers found that 4-month-old infants looked longer at happy faces 

when compared to both angry and neutral faces (LaBarbera, Izard, Vietze, & Parisi, 

1976). The results of these two studies illustrate that from birth to 4 months of age, 

infants do not prefer negative expressions and in fact show a preference for happy faces 

over other types of facial expressions (i.e., neutral, fearful, and angry).  

However, research also shows that infants’ preference for happy faces changes 

starting around 5-6 months of age. This preference for happy expressions is replaced by a 

strong bias for fearful faces, which emerges between 6-9 months. For example, Peltola, 

Leppänen, Mäki, and Hietanen (2009) tested infants at 5 and 7 months of age using a 

preferential looking task. They found that infants at 5 months of age showed no 

preference for happy or fearful faces, however, infants at 7 months preferred fearful over 

happy expressions. Other studies using a preferential looking task have found this fear 

preference is first seen at 6  and 6.5 months (Safar, Kusec, & Moulson, 2017; Safar & 
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Moulson, 2017). 

The fear bias has also been found in studies using paradigms other than 

preferential looking. Peltola, Leppänen, Palokangas, and Hietanen (2008) used a looking 

duration task as well as gap/overlap task to assess infant attention to fearful and happy 

faces at 7 months. Three facial expressions (neutral, happy, fearful) and one control 

stimulus were randomly presented one time each for 20 seconds and infant look time to 

each face was recorded. Infants looked longer only at the fearful face more often as 

compared to the control stimuli. Infants also had the longest fixation times for the fearful 

face as compared to the control. Looking time and fixation length did not differ between 

the neutral face, the happy face, and the control stimulus. Immediately following the 

looking duration task, one of the four stimuli was presented in the center of the screen. 

After one second, a peripheral target was presented either to the right or the left of the 

central stimulus. The peripheral target was visible for three seconds. During a gap trial, 

the center face was removed shortly before the presentation of the target, and on overlap 

trials the center face remained throughout the trial. In the overlap trials, infants fixated 

more frequently on the fearful face. Both of these findings indicate an attentional bias 

towards fearful faces, particularly that fearful faces have the ability to hold 7-month-olds’ 

visual attention. 

Several other studies found that fearful faces hold 7-month-old infants’ attention 

more than other emotional facial expressions. Peltola, Leppänen, Vogel-Farley, and 

Nelson (2009), using a paradigm similar to Peltola et al. (2008), found that it took more 

time for infants to shift their attention from a central fearful face to a peripheral target 

stimuli than either a happy, neutral, or neutral face with fearful eyes. Peltola, Hietanen, 
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Forssman, and Leppänen (2013) examined attention disengagement probability from 

facial expressions of emotion in 5-, 7-, and 9-month-old infants using the same 

gap/overlap task. Disengagement probability was calculated as the proportion of trials 

with a correct look to the peripheral target out of the total number of trials. They found 

that disengagement probability decreased after five months, with the 5-month-olds’ 

probability score differing from the 7- and 9-month-olds’ score. Disengagement 

probability was lower (i.e., infants were less likely to look to the target) for fearful 

expressions in comparison to happy at 7 and 9 months. 

Familiarization tasks “familiarize” infants to a certain image by showing repeated 

presentations of that image. The theory is that once infants are familiar with a certain 

image, they should prefer to look at a novel image when the familiarized image is 

presented alongside the novel one. Regardless of the amount of familiarization time, 

which impacts what infants perceive as familiar and novel, infants still show a bias for 

fearful expressions. When familiarized to fearful, happy, and neutral faces during rapid 

presentation ERP trials, 5-month-olds do not show significant differences in looking time 

during preferential looking trials during the test phase to either fearful or happy faces, 

suggesting that an attentional preference for either happy or fearful faces is not present at 

this age. However, 7-month-olds did look longer at test to fearful faces as compared to 

happy, which again suggests an attentional bias to fearful expressions (Peltola, Leppänen, 

Mäki, et al., 2009). Nelson, Morse, and Leavitt (1979) familiarized infants to images of 

two models posing either happy or fearful facial expressions. At test, infants were shown 

two paired comparison trials of a new model posing both the novel and the familiar 

expressions. Regardless of which expression was the familiar expression, infants looked 
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longer at the fearful expression. From these results it can be seen that infants from 6 to at 

least 9 months of age clearly show a bias for fearful facial expressions over happy and 

neutral expressions, regardless of testing paradigm.  

An important question that arises out of these findings is whether the bias for 

fearful faces that emerges around 6 months is specific to fearful expressions alone or 

reflects a more general bias for negative facial expressions. To examine this, infants’ 

preferences for fearful faces need to be tested directly against another negatively-

valenced expression, such as an angry face. Unfortunately, such a direct test has never 

been conducted. A majority of infant expression preference studies focus mainly on 

happy vs. fear. In the few studies that have included angry facial expressions, angry faces 

were paired with neutral or happy faces but were never directly tested against fearful 

faces. By 7 months of age, an age when the fear bias has already emerged, happy 

expressions are still preferred over angry expressions in preferential look tasks 

(Grossmann, Striano, & Friederici, 2007; Ichikawa & Yamaguchi, 2014). At 8 months, 

however, infants show neither a preference for happy nor a preference for angry facial 

expressions (Lobue & DeLoache, 2010). Together the results of these studies suggest that 

infants’ responses to fearful and angry faces may follow different developmental paths. 

The question of whether infants after 6 months of age have a fear-specific bias or a 

general negativity bias was addressed in the current study. A preferential-looking task 

was used to compare 7- to 9-month-old infants' relative looking times to fearful, angry, 

happy, and neutral faces.  
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Is Crawling Experience Related to Infants’ Attention to Angry Expressions? 

It is possible that while a fear bias emerges around 6-7 months, an anger 

preference may not develop until infants begin crawling. The transition from stationary 

infant to crawling infant is a catalyst for huge changes in infants’ emotional 

environments. The development of autonomous crawling is accompanied by an increase 

in expressions of anger and frustration by infants, specifically in situations where their 

goals are impeded (Campos et al., 2000). Caregivers reported an increase in their infant’s 

negative reactivity (Whitney & Green, 2011) as well as an increase in the frequency and 

the intensity of their child’s angry expressions on a parent interview measure (Campos et 

al., 1992) as their child began to crawl. In an age held constant design, Chen, Green, & 

Gustafson (2009) examined home videos of crawlers and non-crawlers during their 

normal routine. They found that at 8 months crawling infants were more likely than pre-

crawling infants to vocally protest parental prohibitions. Amount of crawling experience 

also seems to have an impact on infant anger expression. Using an arm-restraint 

procedure, Pemberton Roben et al. (2012) found that infants with 6 weeks of crawling 

experience expressed more anger during arm-restraint than both pre-crawling infants and 

infants with 2 weeks of crawling experience. Zachry et al. (2015) analyzed videos of 

infants at daycare, and also found that infant anger increased with crawling experience. 

The increase in anger occurred after about 1 week of crawling experience and continued 

to increase after 3 weeks of crawling experience, then began to drop after 6 weeks of 

experience.  

This increase in angry emotionality by the infant (“temper tantrums”) and ability 

to move independently could easily be related to an increase in caregiver frustration and 
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anger as well as increased prohibitions by the caregiver to the infant. Caregivers may 

begin to show an increase in negative expressions in reaction to infants’ newfound ability 

to move independently and to get themselves into potentially dangerous situations. 

Indeed Campos, Kermoian, and Zumbahlen (1992) found that mothers of 8.5-month-old 

crawlers “reported [during the parent interview in their study] a sharp increase in their 

expression of anger toward their infants, stating in many cases that it was the first time in 

their relationship that they had been angry toward the infant…” (pg. 159). Parents also 

reported increased expectations of compliance, increased use of verbal prohibitions, and 

increased use of their voice for discipline. The number of mothers who used prohibitive/ 

reactive control practices (e.g.,  using the word ‘no,’ adjusting tone of voice, using facial 

expressions to control infant behavior) with their infants increased significantly between 

mothers of pre-crawling infants and mothers of crawling infants according to parent 

reported behaviors and a brief observation in the lab (Hendrix & Thompson, 2011).  

In a naturalistic observation study, parents of crawlers were found to use more 

prohibitions towards their infants than were parents of pre-crawlers (Chen et al., 2009). 

Another observation-based study looked at changes in parent/infant prohibitive 

interactions both before and after crawling. Infants and mothers were recorded at home 

during episodes of naturalistic prohibition when infants were 6 and 8 months old. None 

of the 6-month-olds were able to crawl, whereas at 8-months some infants had been 

crawling for about 5 weeks and some remained unable to crawl. Mothers of infants who 

remained unable to crawl at 8 months showed no changes in amount of negative facial 

expressions. Mothers of crawling infants showed a significant increase in the amount of 
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negative facial expressions during the prohibitive interactions (Zumbahlen & Crawley, 

1996).  

From the previously described studies on the impact of crawling on infant and 

parent emotionality, it can be seen that crawling impacts the infant’s emotional 

environment, with both parent and infant exhibiting more angry behaviors. If emotion 

expression bias is driven by extensive experience with certain face categories, as other 

types of face preferences are in infancy (Bar-Haim, Ziv, Lamy, & Hodes, 2006; Kelly et 

al., 2005; Quinn, Yahr, Kuhn, Slater, & Pascalis, 2002; Sugden, Mohamed-Ali, & 

Moulson, 2014), then a preference for angry faces may develop in infants who have 

begun crawling. In the present study, this question was addressed by comparing 

expression preferences of pre-crawlers and experienced crawlers.  

Do Infants’ Affective Responses Differ For Fearful and Angry Faces? 

 In an exploratory portion of the current study, infants' affective responses to facial 

expressions were investigated. Affective facial reactions have been studied extensively in 

adults using the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which is an anatomically based 

manual coding system for describing all visually discernible facial movement. It breaks 

down facial expressions into individual components of muscle movement, called Action 

Units (AUs) (Ekman & Friesen, 1978). However, infant faces are different from adult 

faces. A number of studies have used the Baby FACS system, a FACS emotion coding 

system specifically designed for typical infant facial configurations (Oster, 2006) to 

explore affective facial reactions in infants (see Table 1 for a list of AUs have been 

commonly indicated as related to specifically positive or specifically negative facial 

displays (Camras et al., 2007; Dondi et al., 2007; Fogel, Hsu, Shapiro, Nelson-Goens, & 
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Secrist, 2006; Kohut, Pillai Riddell, Flora, & Oster, 2012; Longfier et al., 2016; Mendes 

& Seidl-De-Moura, 2014; Messinger, Cassel, Acosta, Ambadar, & Cohn, 2008; 

Messinger, Mahoor, Chow, & Cohn, 2009; Soussignan et al., 2017)). Using the Baby 

FACS system, researchers have found that infants display a constellation of AUs in 

response to negative experiences, such as immunization pain (Kohut et al., 2012), novel 

foods (Longfier et al., 2016), arm restraint, and fear-eliciting situations (Camras et al., 

2007). 

 

Table 1 
 
Expression Valence, Facial Behavior Related to that Expression, Action Unit (AU) 
Number for that Facial Behavior, and Matching Affectiva Metric for the Behavior 
 

Valence Behavior Action unit (AU) 
number 

Affectiva expression 
metric 

Positive Cheek raise 6 Cheek raise 
 Lip corner raise 12 Smilea 
Negative Inner brow raise 1 Inner brow raise 
 Outer brow raise 2 Brow raise 
 Brow knit 3 Brow furrow 
 Brow lowered 4 Brow furrow 
 Nose wrinkle 9 Nose wrinkle 
 Upper lip raise 10 Upper lip raise 
 Nasolabial furrow deepened 11  
 Lip corners depressed 15 Lip corner depressor 
 Chin raise 17 Chin raise 
 Lips stretched 20 Lip stretch 
 Lips tightened 23  
 Lips pressed 24 Lip press 
Ambiguous Lips parting 25 Mouth open 
 Jaw drop 26 Jaw drop 
 Mouth stretch 27 Mouth open 
Note. aLip corner raise is only included in the smile construct, not as a separate AU. 
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 Although the majority of studies using Baby FACS have focused on infants' 

affective responses to negative situations, one study asked how infants would respond to 

images of facial expressions. Soussignan et al. (2017) presented 3-, 7-, and 12-month-old 

infants with virtual models of male and female faces displaying dynamic emotional 

expressions. Infant expressions were hand-coded using BabyFACS for clusters of AUs 

representing prototypical expressions and for AUs related to general negative affective 

responses. Researchers found that while the negative emotional displays did elicit 

negative AUs, they were not emotion-specific. They also found that while all age groups 

were able to produce congruent expressions in response to the smiling face, only the 7- 

and 12-month-olds “showed a pattern of responses indicating that they selectively 

produced positive and negative facial expressions in response to the positive vs. negative 

facial expressions of the model” (Soussignan et al., 2017, pg. 11). These findings indicate 

that infants produce valence-appropriate affective responses (i.e., AUs) during the second 

half of the first year. Their results also show that measuring infant AU responses may be 

a useful tool in infant emotion perception. In the present study, the effects of viewing 

different facial expressions on infants' production of AUs were explored. 

The Present Study 

In the current study, 7- to 9-month-old infants’ attention to fearful, angry, happy, 

and neutral facial expressions was assessed in a preferential-looking task. Infants were 

also classified as pre-crawlers or experienced crawlers. Based on previous research 

showing a robust fear bias in infants in this age group, it was predicted that both 

experienced crawlers and pre-crawlers at this age would show a bias for fearful over 

happy and neutral faces, as the fear bias would be unrelated to crawling. However, 
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because of the experience hypothesis, it was predicted that infants with crawling 

experience may prefer angry expressions over happy and neutral ones. Finally, in an 

exploratory portion of the study, infants’ emotional reactions to fearful, happy, angry, and 

neutral faces were assessed. In particular, I was interested in whether infants would 

produce similar negative AU reactions to angry and fearful faces or if their affective 

responses would be unique to fearful faces. I used Affectiva TM (2018), a cutting-edge 

emotion recognition and analysis platform based on the adult FACS system that codes 

AUs automatically from video, to code infants’ facial reactions when viewing different 

facial expressions. It is both time and cost-effective to use, relative to the training and use 

of a manual coding system, such as Baby FACS. This portion of the study was 

considered exploratory because Affectiva has been validated only in adults and children 

down to 2 years of age.  
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METHODS 

Participants 

 Infants aged 6.5 – 9.5 months (N = 78) were recruited using information provided 

by the Kentucky Cabinet for Health and Family Services (CHFS) from state birth records 

and other methods including word of mouth, flyers in the community, and advertisements 

via the lab’s Facebook page. This age group was selected because it included both pre-

crawlers and experienced crawlers. A total of 56 (Mage = 8.03 months; SD = .93; female = 

25, male = 31) healthy, full-term, typically developing infants with normal vision and 

hearing were included in the final data set. An additional twenty-two infants were tested 

but excluded from the final data set for the following reasons: parental non-compliance 

during testing (n = 3), failing to complete all portions of the study (n = 3), experimenter 

error (n = 2), or not meeting parameters for inclusion. Twelve infants were classified as 

neither experienced crawlers nor pre-crawlers and two were classified as not developing 

typically. The final sample included twenty-six pre-crawlers and thirty experienced 

crawlers (for demographics see Table 2). The racial background of the infants in the final 

sample was: 90% White/Non-Hispanic, 8% biracial, and 2% Black.  
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Table 2 

Demographic Characteristics of Infants by Crawling Group 

 n Sex Age (in months) 
  (F/M) M SD Range 

Pre-crawlers 26 14/12 7.71 .79 6.41 – 9.30 

Experienced crawlers 30 11/19 8.31 .97 6.44 - 9.46 
 

Families in the greater Louisville, KY area who had infants in the desired age 

range were sent letters or postcards inviting them to participate. If phone numbers were 

available, families were contacted to answer questions and schedule appointments if 

interested. Prospective parents could also sign up for more information via our lab’s 

online sign-up form and could request an appointment via email, private messaging on 

Facebook, or phone. Families received a small gift (i.e., a t-shirt with our lab’s logo) as a 

gift for participating. During the informed consent process, parents were asked questions 

about their infants’ health.  

Only infants who were full-term, healthy, typically developing, and had normal 

vision/hearing were included in the final dataset. Infants were excluded from the final 

dataset if they demonstrated a side bias of >.95 across trials. No infants met this criterion 

for exclusion. This is commonly used as the definition of side bias in infant research 

(e.g., Ichikawa & Yamaguchi, 2014; Safar & Moulson, 2017). Infants needed to complete 

all test trials in order to be included in the final dataset. Reliabilities were completed for 

20% of the total sample size, and inter-coder reliability for infant looking times on test 

trials was r = .97. 
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Procedure 

 Motor development assessment. 

 To assess crawling experience, parents completed a motor questionnaire (see 

Figure 1) where they were asked 1) if their child was crawling on their own and if so 2) 

how many weeks they had been doing so. Crawling was defined as any independent 

locomotion (e.g., hands and knees crawling, “bear” crawling, “army” crawling, scooting, 

rolling, etc.) that allowed infants to reach a desired goal on their own. Crawling was also 

assessed in lab. A research assistant placed the infant in a crawling position on the 

carpeted floor of a testing room. The infant’s caregiver was 4’ away from the infant. The 

caregiver called the infant and offered a toy to encourage movement to the caregiver. The 

infant should be able to reach their parent if they were able to crawl. The purpose of this 

assessment was to confirm the parental report of the infant’s ability to crawl.  

Based on the questionnaire and the in-lab assessment, infants were classified as 

either 1- pre-crawler (unable to crawl on own), 2- new crawler (able to crawl on own but 

only has a maximum of 2 weeks crawling experience), 3- crawler (able to crawl and has 

between 3-4 weeks of crawling experience) and 4- experienced crawler (able to crawl on 

own and has 4 or more weeks of crawling experience). Experienced crawlers have been 

typically defined as having at least four weeks of crawling experience and differences 

have been found between infants that are unable to crawl and experienced crawlers 

(Campos et al., 1992; Pemberton Roben et al., 2012; Ueno, Uchiyama, Campos, Dahl, & 

Anderson, 2012; Zachry et al., 2015; Zumbahlen & Crawley, 1996). If crawling ability in 

the lab did not match parent-reported crawling, parents were asked additional questions 

to further clarify their child’s crawling ability/experience. Infants categorized as new 
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crawlers or crawlers were not analyzed for this study. During the scheduling process, 

caregivers were asked if their child was able to crawl and if so, for how long they had 

been crawling. This made it possible for us to schedule infants when they were unable to 

crawl, and when they had been crawling for 4+ weeks. 

    

 

 

Affective response and emotion bias tasks. 

 Stimuli. The stimuli for the affective response task were four different images, 

singly presented on 4 trials, of the same woman posing four different facial expressions 

(happy, neutral, angry, and fearful). The order of these four faces was randomized across 

participants. Each face is 21 x 19.5” as measured on the screen, and subtended 23.45° x 

21.82° of visual angle on the screen. The face stimuli came from the NimStim database, a 

collection of static images of real pictures of people making various expressions 

(Tottenham et al., 2009). The faces used are female faces #01, #10, #12, #13, #15, and 

#19. Three different stimulus sets were created, each with two models displaying all four 

expressions, for the African America, Asian, and Caucasian faces. The set used with each 

Figure 1. Motor development questionnaire filled out by infant’s caregiver. 
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participant was chosen to match the racial identity of the primary caregiver, as other-race 

effects can impact emotion preference (e.g., Safar et al., 2017).  

 The stimuli for the emotion bias phase consisted of pairs of images of the same 

woman posing two different facial expressions (happy vs. neutral, happy vs. angry, happy 

vs. fearful, angry vs. fearful, angry vs. neutral, and fearful vs. neutral). The sides of these 

expressions were counterbalanced for a total of 12 expression pairs. Each face in the pair 

measured 15 x 13.75” on the screen with 8” of space between them. Each face in this 

phase subtended 16.06° x 15.21° of visual angle on the screen (white space subtended 

9.04° x 16.87° of visual angle on the screen). Two different models were used so that 

each infant sees a different face identity for the affective response and emotion bias tasks. 

Which model was used in which phase was counterbalanced across participants.  

 

Figure 2. Example face stimulus set displaying angry, fearful, neutral, and happy 

expressions. Model #01 from the NimStim database of facial expressions. 
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Figure 3. Top right: Example of stimuli presented on trials in affective response task. 

Bottom left: Example of stimuli on trials in preferential looking task.  

 
 

Apparatus. During both the emotion bias and affective response tasks, infants 

were seated on a parent’s lap approximately 50” away from a high-definition plasma TV 

(screen size 45 x 25.5”) that displayed the stimuli for both tasks. To avoid distracting the 

infant, the light in experiment room was dimmed. This room is also sound attenuated to 

prevent outside noise interference. An experimenter observed infants during the 

experiment on a 15” JVC closed circuit monitor that displayed live video of the infant 

from a Canon VCC50i camera situated under the stimulus display. Stimuli were 

presented using Habit 2 (v2.1.25) software (Oakes, Sperka, & Cantrell, 2015) from a 

MacPro desktop. At the beginning of each task an attention-getting video played. The 

attention getter (AG) consisted of a bright green circle, which grew larger and smaller on 
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the black background, creating a looming effect. It was accompanied by a bell-like 

ringing sound.  

 Procedure. After completing the motor development assessment, infants 

participated in the affective response and the emotion bias tasks. The order of these latter 

two tasks was counterbalanced across participants. Infants were randomly assigned to one 

of the 24 orders. There was a short break in between the two tasks to allow for setup of 

the next phase of the study. Parents were asked not to interact with their infants during 

the experiment in order to avoid distraction. Experimenters were blind to the stimuli 

order for both phases. Video of the infant’s face and looking behavior was recorded for 

later coding. 

Emotion bias task. When the infant attended to the screen, the experimenter 

pressed the “return” key to initiate stimulus presentation. The AG played prior to each 

trial stimulus to recapture infant attention. Each expression (happy, angry, neutral, and 

fearful) was paired with one of the other three expressions resulting in 6 different 

expression pairs per model (see Figure 2). The first six trials made up block one and the 

last six made up block two. All six emotion pairs were presented in the first block, and 

the second block consisted of these same six pairs with their positions switched for 

counterbalancing purposes. For example, if a participant saw the fearful vs. happy trial in 

block one with the fearful face presented on the left side of the screen then the fearful 

face would be presented on the right side of the screen in the fearful vs. happy trial in 

block two. Trial times for the emotion bias phase were a fixed length of 10 seconds each, 

which is a standard amount of time for preferential looking trials.  
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Affective response task. Similar to the emotion bias phase, when the infant was 

attending to the screen, the experimenter began stimulus presentation and the AG played 

to engage the infant’s attention toward the monitor. Each expression (happy, angry, 

neutral, and fearful) was presented by itself, once, for a total of 4 test trials (see Figure 3). 

Each trial had a fixed length of 20 seconds.  

Video Coding 

Emotional bias task. The direction of infants’ visual attention (left or right) 

during each trial was coded frame by frame offline using Datavyu (Datavyu Team, 2014) 

by research assistants who were blind to the expressions infants viewed on each trial. 

Looking time for each expression in each pair and total look time to the pair overall was 

averaged between the two blocks, except in the case when an infant looked less than a 

second to a trial. Trials where an infant looked less than one second were left out of the 

analysis. Only five infants looked for less than a second during a trial, and of these five, 

only one infant looked for less than a second on more than one trial. In these cases, only 

the look times from the corresponding block one expression pair were used.  

Affective response. Videos from the affective response task were analyzed by 

Affectiva’s “Emotion as a Service” program. Affectiva detects both very large and very 

subtle (undetectable by the human eye) muscle movements in videos of faces and tracks 

the intensity of AU production over time. It provides an intensity score (a value of 0-100) 

per AU at a rate of about 30 samples per second (see Figure 4). Each sample had metrics 

for 7 emotions (anger, sadness, disgust, joy, surprise, fear, and contempt) and 20 AUs.  

Matlab and R code were used to clean and organize the data in preparation for an 

exploration of infants’ average intensity of AUs over time to facial expressions. Due to 
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the amount of time points across trials, the data were binned into four time segments (0-5, 

5.001-10, 10.001-15, and 15.001-20 seconds). Intensity scores were averaged within each 

time bin for each baby for each of the nine AUs. Mean negative AU intensity score at 

each time bin was calculated by averaging the nine AU intensity scores together. 

  The amount of good data per participant (bad data occurred when the program 

was unable to detect the infant’s face or when the infant was not looking at the screen) 

was calculated by dividing the useable number of samples of data by the total number of 

possible samples during the four test trials. On average, 60% of the data was usable (Mdn 

= 60%, range = 25% - 97%) and about 1,520 samples (Mdn = 1,458, range = 590 – 3,419) 

were produced per infant. No infants’ data were omitted for not providing a high enough 

percentage of good data.   

 

 

Figure 4. Example of raw Affectiva output. 
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RESULTS 

Emotion Bias and Crawling Experience 

Preliminary analyses indicated that there were no significant effects of age, sex, or 

stimulus set (i.e., which model infants saw) on emotion bias, so these variables were 

excluded from all subsequent analyses.  

Infants’ mean looking times to each expression per pair are shown in Figure 5 and 

Table 3. To test the hypothesis that the fear bias is specific to fear, and to investigate the 

role of crawling in infants’ preferences, six separate 2 (expression: expression #1, 

expression #2) X 2 (crawling status: pre-crawlers, experienced crawlers) mixed model 

ANOVAs were performed, one for each expression pair. Expression was a within-

subjects variable. No main or interaction effects with crawling were found in any of the 

ANOVAs (all ps > .05, see Table 4 for interaction statistics). However, statistically 

significant main effects of expression were found for the three ANOVAs involving 

fearful faces. Infants looked significantly longer at the fearful expression when paired 

with the angry, F(1, 54) = 19.06, p < .001, np
2 = .26, happy F(1, 54) = 4.93, p = .03, np

2 = 

.08, and neutral, F(1, 54) = 6.03, p = .02, np
2 = .10, expressions. There was not a 

significant main effect for the angry/happy pair, F(1, 54) = .31, p = .58, the happy/neutral 

pair, F(1, 54) = 3.50, p = .07, or the angry/neutral pair, F(1, 54) = .22, p = .64. These 

results indicate that fear was preferred over angry, happy, and neutral expressions and 

that no other preferences were seen between any of the other expressions.  
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Figure 5. Infants’ mean looking time to each facial expression per pair during emotion 

bias test trials. Separate ANOVAs were conducted for each emotion pair. Statistically 

significant main effects for expression are indicated with asterisks. Error bars represent 

standard error of the mean.  

*p < .05, ***p < .001. 
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Table 3 

Infants’ Mean (SD) Look Times (in seconds) to Each Expression per Expression Pair 
during Emotion Bias Test Trials 

Expression Pair Expression Mean (SD) 

Angry/Fearful Angry 2.54 (1.26) 
 Fearful 3.46 (1.43) 

Angry/Happy Angry 3.10 (1.26) 
 Happy 3.01 (1.29) 
Angry/Neutral Angry 2.86 (1.30) 
 Neutral 2.95 (1.40) 

Fearful/Happy Fearful 3.51 (1.55) 
 Happy 2.91 (1.36) 

Fearful/Neutral Fearful 3.41 (1.79) 
 Neutral 2.71 (1.05) 

Happy/Neutral Happy 3.18 (1.26) 
 Neutral 2.83 (1.09) 
 

Table 4 

F-statistics, p-values, Effect Sizes, and Observed Power Values for Non-Significant 
Interactions in the 6, 2(Expression) X 2(Crawling Status) ANOVAs  

Expression Pair 
X Crawling F-statistic P-value np

2 Observed Power 

Angry/Fear F(1, 54) = .91 .40 .01 .13 

Happy/Angry F(1, 54) = 3.58 .06 .06 .46 

Happy/Neutral F(1, 54) = 3.06 .09 .05 .41 

Happy/Fearful F(1, 54) = 1.75 .19 .03 .26 

Fearful/Neutral F(1, 54) = .14 .71 .003 .07 

Angry/Neutral F(1, 54) = 1.10 .30 .02 .18 
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Infants’ Affective Responses   

Mean negative AU intensity produced by infants when viewing each of the four 

expressions is presented in Table 5. To explore whether infants produced similar 

reactions to angry and fearful faces or responded uniquely to fearful faces, an ANOVA 

was conducted with planned comparisons to specifically examine mean negative intensity 

to the fearful face compared to the other three expressions. Data from 21 of the 56 infants 

were excluded from this analysis due to their not having intensity data for all four time 

bins. The decision was made to not include crawling in this analysis due to missing data. 

Inclusion of this variable with the remaining data would have resulted in drastically 

uneven sample sizes. 

 A 4 (time bin: 1, 2, 3, 4) X 4 (expression: fearful, angry, happy, neutral) repeated 

measures ANOVA was conducted on mean negative AU intensity. The ANOVA revealed 

no significant main effect of expression, F(3, 102) = 1.56, p = .20, np
2 = .04, or time bin 

F(3, 102) = .53, p = .66, np
2 = .02. The interaction between expression and time bin was 

not significant either, F(9, 306) = .43, p = .92, np
2 = .01. However, planned comparison 

paired-sample t-tests revealed that the intensity of infants’ reactions was significantly 

greater for the fearful versus the angry face, t(55) = 2.42, p = .019, d = .37. Intensity for 

the fearful face was not significantly different from those of the happy, t(55) = .57, p = 

.57, d = .08, or neutral faces, t(55) = .86, p = .39, d = .12. 
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Table 5 

Mean Negative AU Intensity per Expression during the Affective Response Task 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expression 	   Mean (SD) 

Fearful 5.50 (3.09) 

Angry 4.47 (2.50) 

Happy 5.27 (2.81) 

Neutral  5.13 (3.07) 
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DISCUSSION 

In the current study, 7- to 9-month-old infants' visual preferences and affective 

reactions toward fearful, angry, neutral, and happy facial expressions were investigated. 

The first main finding was that infants showed a reliable preference for fearful over 

angry, neutral, and happy expressions in the preferential looking task. Second, no 

evidence was found for an angry preference or an effect of crawling on infants’ 

expression preferences. Third, in the exploratory portion of the study using Affectiva, 

infant negative affective response was found to be more intense for the fearful face 

relative to the angry face.  

Previous findings show that the attentional bias to fearful over happy or neutral 

faces develops around 6-7 months of age and continues until possibly the end of the first 

year of life (de Haan, Belsky, Reid, Volein, & Johnson, 2004; Leppänen, Moulson, 

Vogel-Farley, & Nelson, 2007; Nelson & Dolgin, 1985; Peltola et al., 2011, 2008; 

Peltola, Leppänen, Mäki, et al., 2009; Peltola, Leppänen, Vogel-Farley, et al., 2009; Safar 

et al., 2017; Safar & Moulson, 2017). The results from the current study replicate these 

previous findings and extend them to show that infants in this age range also prefer 

fearful over angry faces. It remains to be seen if infants do display an anger preference at 

some point during the 1st year of life. Future research should examine infant preference 

for angry facial expressions from 9 months into toddlerhood. 

The present study also examined whether or not crawling experience may be 

related to a possible emergence of an angry preference. Researchers have reasoned that 
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through crawling, infants elicit more negative reactions from their caregivers and display 

more negative behaviors themselves, which in turn impacts the general emotional 

environment of the infant. This change in the environment then influences infant emotion 

preference, namely a preference for angry expressions. However, the results of the 

current study suggest that the development of crawling is not related to infant bias for 

angry facial expressions. In addition to the fact that an angry preference was not found in 

this study, no evidence of an effect of crawling on infants’ expression preferences was 

found either. One possible explanation for this result is that the overall change in the 

emotional environment that occurs with the onset of crawling is not extreme enough to 

produce an anger preference. Other studies on infant face preferences show that their 

preferences are driven by extensive experience. For example, infants for the most part 

prefer female, own-race, and adult-aged faces. Indeed, Sugden et al. (2014), using small 

head cameras on infants to record their daily visual experiences, found that the faces 1- to 

3-month-old infants saw in their day-to-day lives were primarily own-race (96%), adult-

age (81%), and female (70%). Future research should implement this method of assessing 

infants’ everyday visual input to facial expressions as they learn to crawl. The use of 

headcam technology could shed light on whether infants' visual exposure to angry facial 

expressions truly increases once crawling begins.  

Finally, in the exploratory portion of this study that focused on infants’ affective 

reactions to facial expressions, mean intensity for negative AUs was found to be higher 

for the fearful face relative to the angry face, however, differences on mean negative AU 

intensity were not found between fearful and happy or fearful and neutral expressions. 

The overall pattern of results on this task differs from that of the attentional bias task in 
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that a difference was found between the fearful face and all three other facial expressions 

in the attentional bias task, whereas a difference was found between only fear and angry 

in the affective reaction task. The pattern that is suggested from these two sets of results 

is that infants react differently to fearful and angry faces in terms of both visual attention 

and affective response. However, the present result regarding infants' affective responses 

to fearful and angry faces is tentative as this study is the first to incorporate Affectiva 

with infants, which has not been validated with this age group.  These results should be 

replicated before strong conclusions can be drawn.  

Still, the present affective response findings suggest that there may be promise for 

using Affectiva in research with infants. As a reminder, Affectiva intensity scores have a 

range of 0-100, and the cutoff for intensity that indicates movement large enough to be 

detected by the human eye is an intensity score of greater than 20. However, the fact that 

Affectiva can reveal responses that fall below threshold for human coders (as in the 

current study) indicates that Affectiva could be an asset and become a useful tool for 

infant researchers in the future. Mean intensity of AUs was examined in this study, but 

other metrics such as peak intensity, latency to peak intensity, minimum and maximum 

intensities, as well as time-series analyses could also be useful. Large scale studies 

examining individual differences on these metrics would also be informative.  

Limitations 

This study did not address other sources of variability that have been shown to 

impact infant emotional biases. New research suggests that infant temperament can effect 

attention latency and dwell time to negative displays of emotion (Pérez-Edgar et al., 

2017). In addition, research has shown that maternal positive affect is related to infants 
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looking longer to a fearful expression at 7 months as compared to a happy expression 

(e.g. de Haan et al., 2004). Future work should examine individual differences in infant 

emotion bias. 

Even though this is one of the only studies to examine emotion preference using 

multiple pairings of expressions within the same age group, not all emotions were 

investigated in this study. Preference for other negative emotions, such as disgust, 

sadness, and surprise, were not examined in the current study. The particular expressions 

included in this study were chosen for methodological reasons as well as theoretical ones. 

Adding an additional three expressions into the study would have increased the number 

of expression pairings from 6 to 21 and would have increased the number of test trials 

from 12 to 42. The length of testing time would have increased from 2 minutes to 7 

minutes, and there were concerns about infants’ ability to pay attention to static pictures 

for that length of time. Also, the research on bias for typically developing infants for 

these three expressions is very limited, so hypotheses about how infants would respond to 

these expressions could not be created. In addition, the stimuli used for this study are not 

naturalistic displays of emotion. Most studies on emotion preference have used static 

expressions, which is why the current study does as well, but it would also be worth 

investigating if infants would respond in the same way to more naturalistic displays of 

emotion (e.g., dynamic displays of emotion, subtle expressions, or contingent expression 

response).  

Lastly, efforts were made to recruit broadly in the metro area, and diverse 

stimulus sets were created so that the race of the stimuli would match that of the infant's 

primary caregiver. However, as is unfortunately common in psychological research 
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(Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010), the sample for this study consisted of WEIRD 

(Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) participants, that is, 90% of 

the current sample was White/Non-Hispanic. Therefore, the results of this study may not 

be generalizable. Future research should examine infant emotion bias with diverse 

samples.   

Conclusion 

The results from the current study answer an important question about the 

development of the negativity bias. In infancy, the fear bias observed around 6-9 months 

of age is not a general negativity bias but rather a bias that is specific to fearful faces 

alone. This study’s findings also provide evidence that crawling is unrelated to 

expression bias in this age range. These findings allow for future research to examine 

other underlying mechanisms that account for infants’ happy bias changing into a fear 

bias. This is also the first study to examine infants' affective responses to facial 

expressions while using Affectiva, a computer-based coding system. While the Affectiva 

portion of this study was exploratory, the results demonstrate that this automated coding 

system has potential as a novel method that could be utilized to easily and quickly 

measure infants’ affective reactions. 
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